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Abstract
Low Pressure Gas Compression Plant (LPGP) at Abu-Attifel field production process typically is the main
process in this field; where it consists of three Compression stages and intercoolers are normally provided
between stages to reduce the power requirements as well as to lower the gas temperature that may become
undesirably high. However, another possible scenario to reduce the required power could be changing of
equipment arrangement. In this paper, (LPGP) at Abutifel field was simulated by using HYSYS simulator 7.2,
and the objective is to find the effects of equipment arrangement on the liquids recovery and to find the optimum
equipment arrangement that results in minimization of compression horsepower where three different scenarios
used and compared with the base case to reflect the expected improvement. The obtained results show that the
liquid produced in the first scenario reaches 3556 BBLPD with liquid recovery improvement with approximately
9 vol %, where as in the second case the produced liquid reaches 3564 BBLPD with an improvement percent
approximately equal to 9.3 vol % in liquid recovery in comparison to the base case. However, in third scenario, a
reduce of liquid produced by approximate 50 vol % was noticed and approximately 8.5% less than power that is
needed for the cases 1 & 2 and to sum up, the rearrangement of coolers and compressors in (LPGP) results in an
increase of condensates recovery from plant and a reduction of total horse power consumption except scenario 3.

Keywords: Compression Horsepower, Crude Oil, Liquid Recovery, Gas Compression,
HYSYS Optimization.
1. Introduction
Fluids produced f r o m oil and gas wells generally constitute m i x t u r e s of crude oil, natural gas, and salt
water. These mixtures are very difficult to handle, meter, or transport. In addition to the difficulty, it is also
unsafe and uneconomical t o ship or to transport these mixtures to refineries and gas plants for
processing. Further, hydrocarbon shipping tankers, oil refineries, and gas plants require certain
specifications of the fluids that each receive. Also, environmental constraints exist for the safe and
acceptable handling of hydrocarbon fluids a n d d i s p o s a l o f produced salt w a t e r. It is therefore
necessary to process the produced fluids in the field to yield products that meet the specifications set by
the customer and are safe to handle [1].
Nature gas associated with oil production (associated gas) or produced from gas fields generally contains
undesirable components such as H2S, CO2, N2 and water vapor.
Field processing of natural gas implies the removal of such undesirable components before the gas can be sold in
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the market. Specifically, the gas contents of H2S, CO2, and water vapor must be removed or reduced to
acceptable concentrations. N2 on the other hand, may be removed if it is justifiable. Gas compression is
usually needed after these treatment processes. In addition, the gas undergoes separation and fractionation for
the recovery of some hydro-carbon components that are utilized as a feedstock for the petrochemical
industry.
However, pressure plays a major role in gas processing, as it moves gas from the field, through the gas plant,
and into the sales gas line. Pressure provides the source for cooling the gas to low temperatures. Process streams
that undergo compression include the following [2]:
 Gas leaving inlet receiving.
 Gas coming from stabilizing the liquids in liquids processing.
 Gas exiting hydrocarbon recovery and entering the pipeline.
 Gas from other vapor recovery facilities that collect low-pressure gas.
Intercoolers are normally provided between stages. These are heat exchangers which remove the heat of
compression from the gas and reduce its temperature to approximately the temperature existing at the
compressor intake. Such cooling reduces the actual volume of gas going to the high-pressure cylinders, reduces
the horsepower required for compression, and keeps the temperature within safe operating limits [4]. Intercoolers
are generally used between stages to reduce the power requirements as well as to lower the gas temperature that
may become undesirably high (after the cooling, liquids may form. These liquids are removed in inter- stage) [5].
Process simulation is one of tools used to predict the performance of the process, it is a process simulation
software package widely used in many applications. Given a process design and an appropriate selection of
thermodynamic models, it uses mathematical models to predict the performance of the process. Process
optimization plays an important role for the efficient use of resources or the minimization of undesired byproducts in chemical engineering and finds the values of the variables in the process that yield the best value of
the performance criterion [3].
In this work, the process where in this paper, the low pressure gas compression process at Abutifel field was
simulated by using HYSYS simulator.
The objective of this study is to find the effects of equipment arrangement on the liquids recovery and to find
the optimum equipment arrangement that results in minimization of compression horsepower in the low pressure
gas compression plant at Abu-Attifel field –Libya where three different scenarios used and compared with the
base case.

2. Methodology
In this paper, HYSYS Software version 7.2 was used to simulate Low Pressure Gas Compression Plant at
Abu-Attifel field production process typically, the Low Pressure Gas Compression Plant (LPGP) consists of
three Compression stages as shown in figure (1). The most important improvements that could be conducted on
the low pressure gas compression plant, is the effect of equipment arrangement on the total compression
horsepower as well as the amount of liquid recovery from the plant. The based case shown in Figure (2) was not
optimized yet. The HYSYS program was utilized to perform the calculations needed for different cases. The
adapted procedure is as follows:1) (scenario1), mixing liquid product from 1 st separator with liquid product from the second separator and
insert the combined liquid streams into the third separator.
2) (scenario2), the insertion of liquid product from the first separator to the second separator and liquid
product from 2nd separator is introduced into the third separator.
3) (scenario3), change in the arrangement of each of the compressors and coolers to reduce total
compression horsepower.

3. Process Overview of Abu-Attifel Low Pressure Gas Compression Plant ( base case)
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The low pressure gas from 4th stage separators is compressed from 17 psia to 50 psia; the gas is cooled and
fed into a separator to remove the formed condensates. Then, the gas is mixed with the LP gas (coming from 3 rd
stage separators) where the gas is compressed from 50 psia to 250 psia and cooled. After that, it fed into a
separator to remove the formed condensates. Finally the gas is mixed with the MP gas (coming from 2 nd stage
separators). The gas is compressed from 250 psia to 715 psia and cooled. After that, it fed into a separator to
remove the formed condensates. The gas is mixed with HP gas (coming from 1st stage separators). Then the
combined gas is fed into the NGL plant. Figure (1) shows the process as a block flow diagram.
Gas to Natural Gas
Liquids Recovery
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3rd Stag
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Figure (1) Block Flow Diagram for Low Pressure Gas Compression Plant

3.1.The Simulation
Process variables are used to simulate the Abu-Attifel Low Pressure Gas Compression Plant Base Case using
HYSYS Simulation software; the following are the conditions and flow rates of the Base Case of Low
Pressure Gas Compression Plant.

Figur
e (2) Base Case Low Pressure Gas Compression Plant Simulation

3.2. Feed
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Feedstock to the low pressure gas compression plant consists of four inlet feed streams. The feed streams
coming from 3rd, 2nd and 1st stage separators in oil- gas separation plant. The purpose of these series of
compressors is to increase the pressure of the gases. Where these compressors operate at three different
pressures, the following are feed gases conditions. Table (1) shows the base-case feed composition in mole
fraction.
3.2.1. Feed conditions
 Atmospheric Gas Stream from Gas Boots
 Gas Pressure : 17 psia
 Temperature
: 171.5 F°
 Flow Rate : 2.647 MMSCFD
 LP Gas Stream from 3rd Stage Separator
 Pressure : 50 psia
 Temperature
: 174.4 F°
 Flow Rate : 7.252 MMSCFD
 MP Gas Stream from 2nd Stage Separator
 Pressure : 250 psia
 Temperature
:179.1 F°
 Flow Rate : 33.83 MMSCF
 HP Gas Stream from 1st Stage Separator
 Pressure : 715 psia
 Temperature : 180 F°

Flow Rate : 221.8 MMSCFD
3.2.2. Products conditions
 Gas Product
 Pressure : 715 psia
 Temperature : 168.6 F°
 Flow Rate : 260.2 MMSCFD

Liquids Product
Condensates from Atm Gas Stream (liquid1)
 Pressure : 715 psia
 Temperature : 105 F°
 Flow Rate : 402.5 BBLPD
Condensates from LP Gas Stream (Liquid2)
 Pressure : 715 psia
 Temperature : 104.9 F°
 Flow Rate : 2136 BBLPD
Condensates from MP Gas Stream (Liquid3)
 Pressure : 715 psia
 Temperature : 100 F°
 Flow Rate : 722.8 BBLPD
Total Liquid product
 Pressure : 715 psia
 Temperature : 104.1 F°
 Flow Rate : 3261 BBLPD
The total compression horsepower in the base case of low pressure gas compression plant
= 4478.6 hp
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Table (1) Low pressure gas compression plant feed composition.

COMPONENTS
H 2O
Nitrogen
CO2
Methane
Ethane
Propane
i-Butane
n-Butane
i-Pentane
n-Pentane
C 6+

Atm Gas
Feed

LP
Gas Feed

MP
Gas Feed

HP
Gas Feed

MOLE
FRACTION
0.008743
0.000132
0.026947
0.078980
0.163978
0.216085
0.097693
0.163257
0.080730
0.078950
0.084505

MOLE
FRACTION
0.016687
0.001072
0.054173
0.310455
0.225932
0.159759
0.052345
0.081087
0.034043
0.032389
0.032058

MOLE
FRACTION
0.026234
0.006810
0.049098
0.678583
0.133931
0.050557
0.012906
0.019029
0.007613
0.007248
0.007991

MOLE
FRACTION
0.012294
0.008536
0.046017
0.742494
0.116077
0.038123
0.009014
0.012942
0.004888
0.004577
0.005038

4. Results and Discussion
Three different cases (scenarios) were considered. In every case, the amount of liquid recovery from the plant as
well as the total compression horsepower were determined and compared to the base case.
 (scenario1)
Figure (3) shows the configuration equipment for the low pressure gas compression plant case 1 where
(Liguid1) is combined with (Liquid2) and inserted into the third separator.

Figure (3)
Pressure

Low
Gas

Compression Plant Simulation Case 1
 (scenario2)
Figure (4) shows the configuration equipment for the low pressure gas compression plant case 2 where
(Liguid1) inserted into the second separator and (liquid 2) is introduced
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Into the third separator

Figure (4) Low Pressure Gas Compression Plant Simulation Case 2


(scenario3)

Figure (5) shows the configuration equipment for the low pressure gas compression plant case 3 where
change in the arrangement of each of the compressors and coolers.

Figure (5) Low Pressure Gas Compression Plant Simulation Case 3
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4.1. Liquid Recovery:4.E+03
4.E+03

Liquid Recovery Rate
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Case 3
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Figure (6) Results of Liquid Recovery Rate at Low Pressure Gas

As shown in figure (6), the liquid produced in the first case reaches 3556 BBLPD with an improvement
percent approximately equal to 9 vol % in liquid recovery, where as in the second case the produced liquid
reaches 3564 BBLPD with an improvement percent approximately equal to 9.3 vol % in liquid recovery in
comparison to the base case.
However, in case 3, a reduce of liquid produced by approximate 50 vol % was noticed as a result of changing in
equipment configuration and due to the large percent the third scenario should be ignored . However, there is an
increase
of
liquid
recovery
in
both
1- The liquid product from the first separator is mixed with the LP gas stream and fed to the
Second separator
2- The liquid product from the first separator is mixed with the LP gas stream and fed to the
second separator the liquid product is mixed with the MP gas feds to the third separator
This can be explained in the Thermodynamics. The equilibrium ratio (Ki) of a component i in a multi
component mixture of liquid and vapor phases is defined as the ratio of the mole fraction of that component in
the vapor phase to that in the liquid phase. The K values of each component are related to temperature, pressure
and composition. K- Value may be obtained from so-called K charts or calculated from equations of state using
computer programs.
Table (2) presents the K values of each component for stream 128 [which feeding the last separator in the
process] in three considered cases (base case, case 1 and case 2).
Results show that K values are different for each case due to the change of overall composition. However, the K
values of component C3, C4 and C5. The heavy components C3, C4 and C5 show a decrease in the value of K. This
means more condensation of these components.
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Table (2) The K values for low pressure gas compression cases.
BASE CASE
CASE 1
yi
ki
yi
ki
-3
-3
H2O
0.022648
3.569*10
0.021007
1.175*10
Nitrogen
0.005911
15.91
0.005469
9.800
CO2
0.051758
3.645
0.048727
2.355
Methane
0.627640
6.835
0.582779
4.251
Ethane
0.155533
2.026
0.151407
1.282
Propane
0.069786
0.8262
0.078894
0.5293
i-Butane
0.017787
0.4356
0.024644
0.2816
n-Butane
0.025226
0.3403
0.038151
0.2208
i-Pentane
0.008646
0.1799
0.016466
0.1178
-2
n-Pentane
0.007830
0.1472
0.015799
9.669*10
-4
-4
C6+
0.007235
3.865*10
0.016657
5.986*10
Yi = Mole fraction of component i in the stream 128.
Ki = k values of component i in the stream 128.
COMPONENTS

CASE 2
yi
ki
-3
0.021063
1.170*10
0.005468
9.800
0.048724
2.353
0.582746
4.250
0.151398
1.281
0.078890
0.5288
0.024642
0.2812
0.038149
0.2206
0.016465
0.1176
-2
0.015798
9.654*10
-4
0.016657
5.956*10

4.2. Compression Horsepower:Figure (7) presents the total compression horsepower for the three cases; the results show that there is no
change in the required horsepower to drive this process in both first and second case which is equal to the base
case, whereas the required power in the third scenario is approximately 8.5% less than power that is needed for
the cases 1 & 2, this is due to the cooling of all feed gas for each compressor but also the smallest liquid
recovery through all cases.
4600

Horsepower (hp)

4500
4400
4300
4200
4100
4000
3900
Base case

Case 1

Secand case

Third case

Low Gas Comprerssin Plant Cases

Figure (7) Results of Compression Horsepower at Low Pressure Gas Compression Plant Cases
However, the general arrangement is shown in figure 8 (A&B) where in the figure (8), feed gas coming from oilgas separation plant (GOSP) is compressed first after that is cooled in every stage step. Since, when the gas is
compressed it is heated and must be cooled. So needed more compression horsepower in every stage because
the gases are heated, cooled and again heated, where in the figure (9), the all gases feed streams coming from
gas-oil separation plant are cooled before input into the compressors. So, the compression horsepower
8
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decreases an inlet gas temperature decreases.

Feed Gas
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Cooler
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Figure (8-A) Diagram of Cases of Low Pressure Gas Compression Plant before Change in the Arrangement
of Each of the Compressors and Coolers

Feed Gas

Separator
Cooler

Compressor
Condensates

Figure (8-B) Shows the Modified Configuration of Equipment for the Low Pressure Gas
Compression Plant

5.

CONCLUSION

Based on the obtained results, the following conclusions are drawn out. The liquid product in each of the case 1
and case 2 (3556 and 3564 BBLPD) increased as compared with the base case (3261 BBLPD) with a liquid
recovery volume percent of 9 vol % and 9.3 vol % for first and second scenario respectively.
However, in scenario 3, reduction of liquid product was noticed. This is due the change in equipment
configuration. The total compression horsepower for case 3 is less than base case and case 1 and case 2, this due
to the cooling of all feed gas for each compressor.
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